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Explains the work process of purchasing and replenishment and knowledge needed to perform
those activities; prepares replenishment plans and analysis; compiles and forwards quotes and
the purchase orders according to the rules and conditions set by the company;
describes the company main activities, structure, work organization and position in the market;
describes and analyses the logistics activities and processes of the company, views those
processes within a larger supply chain; performs comparative analysis between the information
and knowledge from materials and practical tasks in school and the internship company.
explains the principles of planning cargo/freight transportation; chooses the appropriate mode
of transport, loading space and mode of loading according to the demands/wishes of the
customer and the limitations/options available at the company/service provider; plans the
transport and compiles the loading scheme according to the contracts, cargo specifications,
parameters,
explains the elements and impact of good customer relationship; explains the importance of
work indicators and knowledge set in the qualification standard for successful customer service
in logistics; advises and informs customers about the available services according to the service
standards and company’s best practice; arranges the services upon the service level agreed;
oversees and tracks the flow of deliveries,
plans the route according to the order and needs; identifies the special conditions cargo and
arranges the transport according to the conditions; plans the transport and compiles the loading
scheme according to the contracts and work plans; if necessary, outsources the transport
service, vehicle or transport unit following the rules and regulations set for deliveries as well
as the company’s possibilities and limitations.
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